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Rotational Saturation Properties of Isotropic Vector Hysteresis
Models Using Vectorized Stop and Play Hysterons

Tetsuji Matsuo

Department of Electrical Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto 615–8510, Japan

This article discusses saturation properties of two-dimensional isotropic vector hysteresis models using geometrically vectorized stop
and play hysterons. The vector stop and play hysterons are modified to obtain natural saturation properties. The modified hysterons
improve rotational properties of vector stop and play models under a saturated condition.

Index Terms—Play hysteron, rotational hysteresis loss, saturation, stop hysteron, vector hysteresis.

I. INTRODUCTION

STOP and play models [1], [2] are efficient and precise hys-
teresis models that can accurately represent the scalar hys-

teretic properties of silicon steel sheets [3]–[5].
Two types of vectorized play models have been proposed:

one is a superposition of scalar models [6], whereas the other
is a geometrical vectorization of a play hysteron [1], [6]–[8].
Both vector play models have proven able to adjust their rota-
tional hysteresis losses to a measured loss [6]. The latter model
is, however, more efficient than the former, which requires inte-
gration along the azimuthal direction.

Similarly to the vectorized play hysteron, a stop hysteron is
also geometrically vectorized. The hysteresis model using the
vectorized stop hysteron [9] can be an efficient model that di-
rectly provides an output vector of the magnetic field from an
input vector of magnetic flux density. It is computationally less
expensive than the vector stop model that is a superposition of
scalar models [10], [11]. However, properties of the hysteresis
model using the vectorized stop hysteron have not yet been suf-
ficiently discussed.

This paper discusses the saturation property of the vectorized
stop hysteron. The vector stop hysteron is modified to obtain
natural rotational properties. The modification is applied also
to the vector play hysteron. The rotational properties of two-di-
mensional hysteresis models are then examined using the vector
stop and play hysterons comparing with a measured property of
a silicon steel sheet.

II. VECTOR PLAY AND STOP HYSTERONS

A vectorized play hysteron [7] is given as

(1)

where is a hysteron radius and is the vector at the pre-
vious time-point. The geometrical meaning of the vector play

hysteron is illustrated in Fig. 1. Point B is located in
a circle (or sphere for a 3-D hysteron) for which the center and

radius are P and , respectively. When B moves
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Fig. 1. Vector play and stop hysterons. (a) ���� � ��� � � �. (b) ���� � ��� � � �.

inside the circle, P does not move [Fig. 1(a)]. When B reaches
the circumference of the circle, the circle and its center P move
together with B [Fig. 1(b)].

A stop hysteron is defined complementarily to a play
hysteron [1] as

(2)

The vector play hysteron (1) is accordingly accompanied by the
stop hysteron given as

(3)

where and are the vectors and at the
previous time-point.

When a rotational input

(4)

is given, becomes perpendicular to at steady state as
shown in Fig. 2(a) when . When becomes a
constant vector and is given by
for the input (4).

III. VECTOR STOP MODEL

A. Hysteresis Model Using a Vectorized Stop Hysteron

As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the stop hysteron usually has
a phase lead to the input , whereas has a phase lag to .
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Fig. 2. Vector relations for rotational inputs of ���.

Accordingly, it is natural for the stop model to represent a hys-
teretic relation from an input vector of magnetic flux density
to an output vector of magnetic field .

Using the stop hysteron (3), a vector stop model is given as

(5)

(6)

where is a scalar shape function and is the saturation
magnetic flux density. An anisotropic version of the vector stop
model has been discussed in [9].

The vector model (5) using (3) exhibits a hysteretic property
even when . A scalar stop model discussed in [3]
uses a redefined stop hysteron to suppress the hysteretic prop-
erty after saturation. Its natural extension to a vector version is
given as

(7)

where

(8)

For the rotational input (4), given by (7) and (8) becomes
parallel to at steady state as shown in Fig. 2(c) for .

Another way to prohibit the hysteretic property after the sat-
uration is given as

(9)

where

(10)

The stop hysteron (9) is equivalent to (7) for unidirectional in-
puts. The response of (9) differs from those of (3) and (7) for
the rotational input (4) when , where

. When becomes
at steady state as shown in Fig. 2(b).

TABLE I
VECTOR RELATIONS FOR THE ROTATIONAL INPUT OF ���

Vector relations for steady-state rotational inputs are summa-
rized in Table I and Fig. 2, where three types of stop hysterons
are compared: hysteron (o)—the original type using (1); hys-
teron (s)—the modified type using (7) and (8); and hysteron
(p)—the modified type using (9) and (10).

As shown in Fig. 2, the angle between and is denoted by
. The stop hysteron (o) gives for . When

the stop hysteron (s) is used, discontinuously changes from
[Fig. 2(a)] to zero [Fig. 2(c)] at . The

stop hysteron (p) achieves a continuous angle change, which
naturally corresponds to the fact that becomes parallel to
for a large rotational magnetic field.

B. Hysteresis Losses

The vector hysteresis model (5) using stop hysterons (o), (s),
and (p) is referred to as vector stop models (o), (s), and (p),
respectively, hereafter.

For an alternating input with amplitude , the vector stop
models yield rate-independent hysteresis losses per cycle as

(

( )

(11)

where is assumed and

(12)

The integrands in (11) mean the area of loop [11]. The
alternating hysteresis loss of stop models (s) and (p) saturates
when , whereas that of (o) increases with even
when .

For the rotational input (4), the vector stop models yield rate-
independent hysteresis losses per cycle of

(13)
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Fig. 3. Hysteresis losses per cycle simulated by vector stop models. (a) Alter-
nating loss. (b) Rotational loss.

The vector relation shown in Fig. 2(a) gives
, whereas it becomes zero for the relation in

Fig. 2(c). The vector relation shown in Fig. 2(b) gives as

(14)

C. Simulation of Vector Property

Hysteretic properties of a non-oriented silicon steel sheet
(JIS: 50A1300) were measured using a rotational single sheet
tester. Its anisotropic property is averaged along the azimuthal
direction to obtain an isotropic property for simulations.

For unidirectional inputs, the vector model (5) is reduced to
a scalar model having the same shape function . This
means that can be determined only from unidirection-
ally measured data. The stop model is discretized with 38 hys-
terons and their shape functions are identified using the method
described in [10]. is set to 1.9 T because of the lack of mea-
sured data for large although 1.9 T is small compared with
the saturation magnetization of steel sheet.

Fig. 3 shows the simulated and measured hysteresis losses.
Model (o) has monotonically increasing alternating and rota-
tional losses. Model (s) has a sharp decrease in the rotational
loss at . Model (p) has an acceptably natural loss property
in that the rotational loss continuously decreases for large .
The discrepancy with the measured loss can be reduced using
a weighting function as shown for the vector play model in [6].
The rotational losses given by models (s) and (p) become zero
when because becomes parallel to , while the al-
ternating losses saturate when . However, used in
the simulation is too small for the rotational loss to become zero
and for the alternating loss to saturate. Measured data for large

are required to discuss saturation properties quantitatively.

IV. VECTOR PLAY MODEL

A. Hysteresis Model Using a Vectorized Play Hysteron

The play hysteron usually has a phase lag to its input. How-
ever, the vector play model can be used to represent a hysteretic
relation from an input of magnetic flux density to an output
of magnetic field [6].

The vector model using (1) is given similarly to (5) as

(15)

(16)

Fig. 4. Rotational hysteresis loss per cycle simulated by the vector play model.

where is a shape function. The vector play model having
input has been discussed in [7] and [8].

By setting

(17)

(double signs in same order), the vector play model does not
have a hysteretic property when . However, similarly
to the stop hysteron, the play hysteron can be redefined as

(18)

where is given by (10). This modification does not affect the
unidirectional property of the vector play model.

Two types of play hysterons, hysteron (o)—the original type
using (1), and hysteron (p)—the modified type using (18) and
(10), obviously correspond to the stop hysterons (o) and (p).
Accordingly, Table I and Fig. 2 also explain vector relations of
play hysterons (o) and (p) for steady-state rotational inputs.

The vector hysteresis model (15) using play hysterons (o) and
(p) is referred to as vector play models (o) and (p), respectively,
hereafter. The property of vector play model (o) has been dis-
cussed in [6].

For an alternating input with amplitude , the vector play
model (p) yields the same rate-independent hysteresis loss per
cycle as the play model (o) when (17) is assumed.

For the rotational input (4), the vector play model (p) with
(17) yields a rate-independent hysteresis loss per cycle of

(19)

where is the angle between and as shown in Fig. 2.

B. Simulation of Vector Property

The play models (o) and (p) are examined for a non-oriented
silicon steel sheet, JIS: 50A1300. The play model is discretized
with 76 hysterons and the shape functions are identified using
the method described in [4].

Fig. 4 shows the simulated and measured rotational hysteresis
losses per cycle. Model (o) yields constant rotational losses for

. Model (p) gives a rotational hysteresis
loss that decreases with an increase in when is large.
The discrepancy with the measured loss can be reduced using a
weighting function proposed in [6] (see the Appendix).

Fig. 5 compares the amplitude of and the phase lag of
to simulated by the stop model (p) and play model (p), where
the simulated amplitude of agrees with the measured one. The
play model gives more accurate phase lag than the stop model.
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Fig. 5. Amplitude of��� and phase lag of ��� to��� .

Fig. 6. Simulation results for 35A300. (a) Rotational hysteresis loss. (b) Phase
lag of ��� to ��� .

Simulation results by the stop model (p) and play model (p)
for another non-oriented silicon steel sheet (JIS: 35A300) are
shown in Fig. 6, which are similar to those for 50A1300. Both
models yield large rotational hysteresis losses that can be ad-
justed to the measured loss as in [6] and [12]. The play model
gives more accurate phase lag than the stop model.

V. CONCLUSION

Vectorized stop and play hysterons are modified to improve
their saturation properties. The stop and play models using the
modified hysterons yield magnetic field vectors that are parallel
to magnetic flux density vectors under a saturated condition.
Comparison with a measured property of the silicon steel sheet
shows the modified models obtain rotational hysteretic proper-
ties that qualitatively agree with the measured property of the
silicon steel sheet.

APPENDIX
LOSS ADJUSTMENT USING WEIGHTING FUNCTION

The vector play model having a weighting function is given
as

(20)

where is the weighting function. The simulated rotational
hysteresis loss can be adjusted to a measured loss by modifying

iteratively [6]. Fig. 7 shows the rotational loss adjusted
by several iterations, which coincides with the measured loss
of 50A1300. The alternating loss is shown in Fig. 7(b), which
is not affected by the modification of because the shape

Fig. 7. Hysteresis losses simulated by the play model. (a) Adjusted rotational
loss. (b) Alternating loss.

function is identified to reconstruct unidirectional BH loops cor-
responding to the modification. The phase lag of to is not
much affected by the modification. The adjusted rotational loss
for 35A300 is shown in [6].

The loss adjustment for the stop model is shown in [12].
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